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Abstract

Congestion games are non-cooperative games where the utility of a player from

using a certain resource depends on the total number of players that are using the same

resource. While most work so far took a distributed game-theoretic approach to this

problem, this paper studies centralized solutions for congestion games. The first part

of the paper analyzes the problem from a computational perspective. We analyze the

computational complexity of the welfare-maximization problem, for which we provide

both approximation algorithms and lower bounds. We study this optimization problem

under different kinds of congestion effects (externalities) among the players: positive,

negative, and unrestricted. Our main algorithmic result is a constant approximation

algorithm for congestion games with unrestricted externalities. In the second part of

the paper, we also take the strategic behavior of the players into account, and present

centralized truthful mechanisms for congestion-game environments. Our main result

in this part is an incentive-compatible mechanism for m-resource n-player congestion

games that achieves an O(
√

m log n) approximation to the optimal welfare.

We also describe an important and useful connection between congestion games and

combinatorial auctions. This connection allows us to use insights and methods from

the combinatorial-auction literature for solving congestion-game problems.
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1 Introduction

In congestion games, the players are presented with a set of resources (alternatives) to choose

from, and the payoff associated with each resource may depend on the number of other

players that use this resource. Such externalities effects may appear in different directions.

For example, as the number of other drivers that choose to drive in the same road I took

increases, my utility clearly decreases. In such cases, we say that the congestion game admits

negative externalities. On the other hand, my utility increases as more users choose to use

my favorite file-sharing system. Such congestion games admit positive externalities.

Congestion games were introduced in a seminal work by Rosenthal [30], and several

extensions have been suggested ever-since. This paper adopts a model first presented by

Milctaich [25] for player-specific congestion games, i.e., games where the preferences of the

players may be non-identical. More formally, given a set N of players, and a set M of resources

(|N | = n and |M | = m), denote by vi(j, k) the non-negative value that player i receives from

using resource j when a total number of k players, including i, are using resource j. We

refer to this model as the anonymous model (players do not care about the identity of the

other players that share the resource with them). In environments with positive externalities

(henceforth the POS model), for every player i and resource j, and for every 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1

we have vi(j, k) ≤ vi(j, k + 1). If the valuations are monotone in the opposite direction (i.e.,

vi(j, k) ≥ vi(j, k + 1)), we have negative externalities (henceforth the NEG model).

In recent years, congestion games have been extensively studied by computer scientists.

Since congestion games are known to always admit pure Nash equilibrium, most of this work

studied the worst-case performance of these pure Nash equilibria (“the price of anarchy”, see,

e.g., the survey [31]), or the computational hardness of computing such equilibria (e.g., [14,

17]). It turns out that in many reasonable environments, a pure Nash equilibrium may achieve

arbitrarily bad results or it may be hard to find. Therefore, other methods for coordination

among players may be required. Chakrabarty, Mehta, Nagarajan and Vazirani [6] recently

studied centralized solutions for congestion games. They characterized environments where

cost minimization in congestion games can be obtained in polynomial time, and presented

hardness of approximation results. In this paper, we study a similar problem of welfare
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maximization in congestion games, i.e., algorithms that maximize the sum of values of the

players, Σm
j=1Σi∈Sj

vi(j, |Sj|), where S1, ..., Sn is an assignment of players to resources (i.e.,

Sj ⊆ N denotes the set of players assigned to resource j). Our main challenge is to construct

computationally-feasible centralized mechanisms for congestion games. Applications include,

e.g., routing in networks, E-commerce and P2P systems.

1.1 Our Contribution

Designing such centralized mechanisms involve several difficulties. First, we should design

algorithms for finding the optimal allocation, or when this is computationally hard, design

approximation algorithms. In addition, we have to handle incentive compatibility, that is,

ensure that our mechanisms achieve the desired results even if each player acts selfishly.

We first study the computational questions, and then we initiate the study of incentive-

compatible centralized mechanisms for congestion games, and present such mechanisms that

approximate the optimal welfare.

Our first contribution is to point out a close connection between congestion games and

combinatorial auctions. This connection may look surprising at first glance, but is actually

simple: for every congestion game we build a “dual” combinatorial auction, where any as-

signment of players in the congestion game defines an equally-valued allocation in the dual

combinatorial auction. This enables us to use intuitions and algorithms from the literature

of combinatorial auctions for designing welfare-maximizing algorithms in congestion games.

We also show that negative externalities in congestion games imply substitutabilites among

the items in the dual combinatorial auction. Moreover, such combinatorial auctions belong

to the special class of combinatorial auctions with “XOS” valuations, defined in [24]. We also

observe that positive externalities in congestion games imply that the preferences in their dual

combinatorial auctions will have complementarities, and in particular, they include all the

supermodular valuations. Despite the similarities, there are significant differences between

congestion games and combinatorial auctions (see Subsection 2.1).

We now mention our results regarding the computational complexity of congestion games:

• Our main algorithmic result:
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Theorem: There exists an 18-approximation algorithm for approximating the welfare

in congestion games with unrestricted externalities.

The algorithm constructs an initial infeasible assignment, using randomized rounding

on the solution of the linear program. Given the congestions on the resources after the

randomized-rounding procedure, we induce a feasible allocation with similar conges-

tions. We show that this transition maintains a good percentage of the welfare using

the following process: We pick a random set of players that hold, on expectation, a

constant fraction of the infeasible assignment. Then, we make the assignment feasible

by replacing the unchosen players with “dummy players” (these are players that were

not assigned in the first assignment.) The replacement procedure is possible due to the

special structure of the preferences in congestion games.

• Assuming negative externalities, we can improve this bound and achieve an e
e−1

approxi-

mation ratio based on the algorithm defined in [12] for XOS valuations in combinatorial

auctions. For using the combinatorial-auction algorithm we have to adjust the algo-

rithm to our case. For example, we must make sure that the queries that the algorithm

uses can be simulated in polynomial time in our model.

• Hardness results: we provide constant lower bounds for these approximation problems

both for preferences with negative externalities and with positive externalities.

• Cost minimization: Although this paper centers on welfare maximization, we also

study cost minimization in games with positive externalities. We provide an O(log n)-

approximation algorithm for cost minimization in the POS model, under a “cost-

monotonicity” assumption. This algorithm may be viewed as a generalization of al-

gorithms for non-metric facility-location problems, and indeed the analysis uses similar

methods. As for a lower bound, we show that it is impossible to achieve better than

an O(log n)-approximation, unless P = NP .

Incentives issues are considered in the second part of the paper. Our main contributions

are:

• We provide an incentive-compatible mechanism that guarantees a O(
√

m log n) approx-

imation to the optimal welfare. The approximation can be achieved for players that
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have monotone preferences (either with positive or with negative externalities). The

algorithm restricts the set of the possible assignments, and finds in polynomial time

the best assignment over this restricted set. Therefore, VCG-based payments can be

used to guarantee incentive compatibility.

• Inspired by a mechanism designed in [12] for combinatorial auctions, we construct an

O(
√

n)-approximation truthful mechanism for environments with negative externalities.

• We identify several special cases for which the optimal welfare can be determined in

polynomial time. For these families, the VCG mechanism can be directly applied.

We also consider other congestion-game models, and show that they are either easy to

solve or hard to approximate. This supports the claim that the agent-specific model is

computationally the most interesting. For example, with non-anonymous valuations (when

the players’ preferences depend on the identity of the players that share the resources with

them, not only on their number), only a trivial approximation ratio can be guaranteed.

1.2 Related Work

The closest work in the literature to ours is the recent work by Chakrabarty et al. [6] who

were the first to study centralized solutions for congestion games. The questions we study

in this paper are different than those studied in there in several substantial ways: first, we

mainly aim to maximize the social welfare where [6] studied cost minimization. Optimizing

the welfare may be considered economically more reasonable in many environments, and it

also turns out to be more interesting from a computational perspective: While proving NP-

hardness in both models is equivalent, approximating the optimal solution is a different task;

For example, [6] proves that the optimal cost in congestion games with negative externalities

cannot be approximated by any factor, where we show that the maximal welfare can be

approximated within a factor of e
e−1

≈ 1.58. Another difference is that [6] assumes negative

externalities, where we also study environments with positive or unrestricted externalities.

Our paper is the first to study algorithmic mechanism-design issues in congestion games,

and we provide non-trivial solutions for these questions. Moreover, our incentive-compatible

mechanisms adds to the set of rare examples of approximately-optimal truthful mechanisms
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for multi-parameter domains, i.e., domains where the secret information of each participant

is composed of several values.1

Various kinds of congestion games and related settings were recently studied by computer

scientists. For example, in selfish routing problems (see survey in [31]) and scheduling prob-

lems (e.g., [3]) negative externalities clearly exist. Other papers studied environments with

positive externalities in the background, such as facility location and other cost-sharing en-

vironments (e.g., [16, 2]) and negotiations [7, 8]. However, as far as we know, this is the first

paper to computationally analyze positive externalities in a general congestion-game model.

Congestion games were introduced by Rosenthal [30]. Monderer and Shapley [27] showed

that they are isomorphic to the class of “potential games”, and Milchtaich [25] extended

the model to player-specific payoffs, and proved that with negative externalities a pure Nash

equilibrium always exists also in this more general model. With positive externalities, pure

Nash equilibria may not exist in this model [23]. The models we study also relate to the vast

economic literature on network formation and group formation (see, e.g., [22, 13]).

The organization of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 we characterize the relation

between congestion games and combinatorial auctions. In Section 3, we present our main

approximation and hardness results. Finally, Section 4 describes mechanism design for con-

gestion games. All the missing proofs appear in the appendix.

2 Congestion Games and Combinatorial Auctions

In this section we connect between welfare optimization in congestion games and in combina-

torial auctions. In a combinatorial auction, a set of items are for sale to a set of bidders, and

every player j has a value vj(S) ∈ <+ for every bundle S of items. The function vj depends

only on the bundle S, and is called the valuation of player j. We assume that the valuation

is normalized (vj(∅) = 0) and monotone (if A ⊆ B then vj(A) ≤ v(B)). The goal is to find

a partition of the items S1, .., Sn, such that the welfare, Σivi(Si), is maximized. For a survey

on combinatorial auctions see [9].

This section considers a general model of congestion games that allows non-anonymous

1The only examples for such deterministic mechanisms that we know of are [4, 11].
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valuations: the value vi(j, S) of player i for using the resource j is a function of the identity

of the players that use this resource, and not only of their quantity. Observe that with

non-anonymous valuations, the private data of each player may have an exponential size.

Given a congestion game, we define a “dual” combinatorial auction, where the roles of the

players and the resources are reversed: for each resource in the congestion game we define a

bidder, and the players of the congestion game will be allocated to the resources.2 We now

have to define the valuations of the bidders in the combinatorial auction. As a first try, we

define the valuation for every new bidder j for a bundle S as the sum of the values of the

“items” in S (Σi∈Svi(j, S)). However, such valuations may not be monotone, because with

negative externalities an additional player may decrease the total value. Therefore, since our

model does not require assigning all bidders to resources, we define the value of a bundle S

by the subset T ⊆ S with the maximal sum of values.3

Definition 2.1 Given a congestion game with a set N of players, and a set M of resources,

define its dual combinatorial auction to be the following: the set of items is N , the set of

bidders is M , and for each bidder j we have the following valuation ṽj

ṽj(S) = max
T⊆S

Σi∈T vi(j, T )

Figure 2 illustrates a simple example for a congestion game and its dual combinatorial

auction. A dual congestion game to a combinatorial auction can be defined in a similar way

(see the proof for Theorem 2.4). An important property of the dual combinatorial auction,

easily derived from its definition, is that an allocation in the combinatorial auction defines an

assignment to the congestion game with the same value; this helps us using methods designed

for approximating combinatorial auctions for solving congestion games.

2Recently, Monderer [26] also observed that congestion games are similar to combinatorial auctions with
“strategic goods”.

3This is another difference from the cost minimization problem; in cost minimization we must assign all
players, otherwise the solution is trivial. Yet, allocating all players in our variant is not too restrictive: by
assigning all unassigned players to the least valuable resource, we lose at most 1

m
of the welfare.
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Valuation of Player a
Congestion

1 player 2 players
Resource: x 3 1

y 0 0

Valuation of Player b
Congestion

1 player 2 players
Resource: x 2 1

y 2 1

Figure 1: The figure describes a congestion game with two players and two resources. Its dual
combinatorial auction has two items, a and b, two bidders, x and y with the following valuations:
vx({a}) = 3, vx({b}) = 2, vx({ab}) = 3, and vy({a}) = 0, vy({b}) = 2, vy({ab}) = 2.

2.1 Combinatorial Auctions and Congestion Games: Differences

Despite the similarities, congestion games and combinatorial auctions are different both al-

gorithmically and game theoretically.

First, the natural classes of players’ valuations are different. For example, the class of

combinatorial auctions that are dual to congestion games with positive externalities does not

have an interesting semantic meaning. Another important difference is in the set of queries

that are reasonable in each model; since bidders in combinatorial auctions may hold private

data with an exponential size, many algorithms for combinatorial auctions are described in the

“oracle” model – that is, the auctioneer queries the bidders with specific types of queries, and

the outcome is determined accordingly. However, in congestion games, a reasonable model

will query the players, where combinatorial-auction based algorithms for congestion games

will actually query the resources. This difference has several implications. For example,

while combinatorial auctions can be approximated by a factor of a square root of the number

of items [5], we show that non-anonymous congestion games cannot be approximated by a

better than a linear factor (in the number of players – the congestion-game equivalent to the

combinatorial-auction items), even if the players are computationally unbounded.

Proposition 2.2 In non-anonymous congestion games, approximating the welfare to within

a better factor than n
2

requires an exponential amount of communication. This result holds

even if the players are computationally unlimited.

The difference stems from the inability to simulate efficiently standard combinatorial-
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auction queries in congestion games. One widely-used query is the “demand query”4. For-

tunately, we will be able to show that for anonymous congestion games, the simulation of

demand queries can be done in polynomial time. One useful implication is that the linear-

programming relaxation of the assignment problem can be solved in polynomial time [29, 5].

Proposition 2.3 Let j be a resource in an anonymous congestion game, and let ṽj the

corresponding valuation in the dual combinatorial auction problem. Then, given a vector of

prices (p1, p2, ..., pn) a demand query for ṽj can be simulated in polynomial time.

The idea behind the simulation is as follows: obviously, the size of the most profitable bundle

is between 1 and m. We will check each possible bundle size, and find the most profitable

bundle of that size. Finding the most profitable bundle of size k can be done by calculating

the value of vi(j, k) − pi for each player i, sorting the values, and taking the first k players.

It is clear that the algorithm runs in polynomial time, and returns the correct answer.

The last crucial difference between combinatorial auctions and congestion games concerns

dealing with the players’ incentives. In congestion games, we think of the players as strategic.

Under our reduction, this means that we think of the combinatorial-auction items as strategic.

An immediate conclusion is that incentive-compatible mechanisms for combinatorial auctions

do not necessarily imply the existence of incentive-compatible mechanisms for congestion

games. Moreover, as opposed to standard combinatorial-auction models where bidders only

care about their own allocation, the preferences in congestion games admit externalities of

various sorts; this makes the construction of incentive-compatible mechanisms even harder.

2.2 Classes of Valuations

A question that arises is what types of combinatorial auctions are generated as duals of

congestion games. For that, we define the following classes of combinatorial auctions. The

first two classes are defined as duals of classes of congestion games, and the rest are known

from the combinatorial-auction literature.

4In a demand query, the auctioneer presents a price pi per each item i, and the bidder responds with his
favorite bundle under these prices, i.e., the bundle S that maximizes her utility vj(S) − ∑

i∈S pi.
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• Let CG-POS denote all combinatorial auctions that are dual to non-anonymous con-

gestion game with positive externalities. Let CG-NEG denote all the combinatorial

auctions that are dual to non-anonymous congestion game with negative externalities.

• Let XOS denote the family of combinatorial auctions with XOS valuations (defined in

[24], see appendix A.1).

• Let SF denote the family of combinatorial auctions with substitute-free valuations, that

is, for every two disjoint bundles S, T we have v(S)+v(T ) ≤ v(S∪T ). Similarly, let CF

denote complement-free valuations where for all S, T we have v(S) + v(T ) ≥ v(S ∪ T ).

• Let SUPM denote the family of combinatorial auctions with supermodular valuations,

that is, for every two bundles S, T we have v(S) + v(T ) ≤ v(S ∪ T ) + v(S ∩ T ).

Similarly, let SUBM be sub-modular valuations, where for all bundles S, T we have

v(S) + v(T ) ≥ v(S ∪ T ) + v(S ∩ T ).

An easy conclusion from the reductions that we defined between congestion games and com-

binatorial auctions is that non-anonymous congestion games can express any combinatorial

auction, and actually, the classes of congestion games and combinatorial auctions are iso-

morphic. Next, we ask what classes of combinatorial auctions are created from congestion

games when these are restricted to have negative (or positive) externalities. We show that

negative externalities imply that the dual combinatorial auctions have “substitutabilities”.

Specifically, we show that this class of auctions is contained5 in the class of XOS valuations,

known to lie between the “complement-free” class and the “sub-modular” class [24] (that

is, SUBM (CG-NEG⊆ XOS ( CF ). Luckily, approximation algorithms are known for

XOS valuations in combinatorial auctions [12], and will be helpful in our context (see Section

3.2). As for positive externalities, we show that the class CG-POS lies in a similar hierar-

chy for valuations with complementarities, that is, it lies strictly between “substitute-free”

valuations and “super-modular” valuations.6

Theorem 2.4 (1) SUBM ( CG-NEG ⊆ XOS (2) SUPM ( CG-POS ( SF

5We do not know if this inclusion is strict.
6Although super-modular valuations are hard to approximate in combinatorial auctions, we show in Sec-

tion 3 a constant approximation for anonymous congestion games with positive externalities.
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3 Approximating the Welfare

This section explores the approximability of the welfare in congestion games. We first present

our main algorithmic result: an O(1)-approximation algorithm for anonymous congestion

games without any restrictions on the externalities. We first outline the algorithm, and

provide intuitions about the analysis.

A quick overview of the algorithm: we first solve the linear relaxation of the problem,

and then we use randomized rounding to find the congestion (i.e., the number of players)

on each resource. If the result of the randomized rounding procedure is “good enough”,

although possibly not feasible, our algorithm will find the best feasible assignment of players

to resources over all the assignments with exactly the same congestions on each resource as

in the result of the randomized rounding. This can be done using classic matching results,

as shown in [6]. As a last step, we check that this result cannot be outperformed by a trivial

solution (where the players are allowed to be assigned only to a single resource).

The analysis goes as follows: the randomized rounding implicitly defines a “pre-assignment”

that has a value close to the optimum. The caveat is that this assignment may not be feasible,

as a single player may be assigned to multiple resources, instead of just one.

The main challenge in the analysis of the algorithm is in analyzing the way the implicit

pre-assignment can be converted into a feasible assignment. In the proof, we will show the

existence of a feasible solution with a value close to the optimal with the same congestions on

the resources as in the pre-assignment. Given that such a solution exists, we find an explicit

(and possibly different) assignment with at least that value.

The existence of such a feasible solution is shown by presenting a randomized “process”

that converts the pre-assignment into a feasible solution, taking advantage of the special

structure of the players’ preferences in congestion games. The key idea in proving the ex-

istence is to keep aside during the analysis a sufficient number of dummy players. That is,

we make sure that “a large” number of players are not assigned to any resource at all in

the pre-assignment. Thus, these dummy players they contribute nothing to the welfare in

the pre-assignment, and we are free to assign them to resources as we want. For each player

that is assigned to multiple resources in the pre-assignment, we re-assign all his resources but
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one to dummy players. Not only that the pre-assignment is now a feasible solution, but also

the congestion on each resource hasn’t been changed. Since in anonymous congestion games

the value of each player only depends on the number of the other players that are assigned

to a certain resource and not on their identity, a player that is assigned to a resource both

in the pre-assignment and in the current assignment will face the same congestion in both.

Therefore, his value for being assigned to that resource will not change.

We are still left with one important issue of selecting the single resource a player will

be assigned to. The selection process used in the analysis is inspired by a technique from

a recent paper of Feige [15]. This technique is based on a lottery process that selects a

resource uniformly at random, from the set of resources a player was assigned to in the pre-

assignment. We prove that the expected value achieved after the second lottery is close to

that of the optimal solution.

3.1 An Algorithm for Unrestricted Valuations

Input: A congestion game with n unrestricted valuations vi for m resources.

Output: An assignment which is an O(1)-approximation to the optimal assignment.

1. Solve the linear-programming relaxation of the problem.

Maximize:
∑

j, S, i∈S xj,Svi(j, |S|)

Subject To: For each resource j: ΣS xj,S ≤ 1

For each player i: Σj, S|i∈S xj,S ≤ 1

For each j, S: xj,S ≥ 0

Denote the optimal value of the linear programming by OPT ∗, and the solution by xj,S

(for every resource j and set of players S).

2. For each resource j, select at most one set to assign, such that the set S of players is

chosen with probability
xj,S

2.2
, and the empty set is chosen with probability 1−Σj,S

xj,S

2.2
.

Denote this pre-assignment by S1, ..., Sm.

3. Proceed only if the following two constraints hold:

(a) The total number of assignments Σm
j=1|Sj| is at most n.
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(b) The total value of the pre-assignment is large. I.e., Σj,S,i∈S vi(j, |Sj|) ≥ OPT ∗

6

4. Return the assignment with the maximal welfare over the next two:

(a) The best assignment in which the congestion on item j is exactly |Sj| (see Claim

B.1).

(b) The best assignment in which all the assigned players are assigned to the same

resource, where the other players are not assigned at all.

Theorem 3.1 The algorithm above is a polynomial-time 18-approximation for the optimal

welfare in congestion games with unrestricted preferences with high probability.

Proof: We prove that the approximation guarantee is correct, and later we show that the

algorithm runs in polynomial time. We first claim that, with good probability, the conditions

of Stage 3 hold (the claim is proved in Appendix B).

Claim 3.2 The two conditions in Stage 3 hold with probability of at least 0.24.

We define the pre-assignment to be the result of the (not necessarily feasible) assignment

achieved after Stage 2 of the algorithm. We will show that if the conditions of Stage 3 hold,

then the following process provides an assignment with an expected value of at least 1
18

of

the optimal one, with the same congestion on each resource as in the pre-assignment. Since

in Stage 4a we are maximizing over all such assignments that have exactly the same number

of players in each resource as in the result of the randomized rounding, the theorem follows.

We prove this assuming that no player can capture more than a 1
18

fraction of the optimal

welfare (otherwise, the approximation result is guaranteed by Stage 4).

The Process:

1. Let NW be the set of players assigned to resources in the pre-assignment. I.e., NW =

∪m
j=1Sj. For each player i ∈ NW , choose uniformly at random a resource r(i) from the

resources to which he was assigned {Sj|i ∈ Sj}.

2. For each player i in NW , and for each resource j assigned to player i in the pre-

assignment, i.e., i ∈ Sj (initialize FILL = ∅):
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• If r(i) 6= j, assign an arbitrary player not in NW instead of player i. More formally:

(a) Arbitrarily choose a player p from N \ (NW ∪ FILL).

(b) Assign player p to resource j instead of player i, that is, r(p) = j.

(c) Add p to FILL, i.e., FILL = FILL ∪ {p}.

Notice that the process is well defined (namely, we always have a player which is not

assigned to any resource yet during Step 2 of the process) as the conditions of Stage 3 imply

that the total number of assignments is at most n.

Let PRE be the welfare achieved by the pre-assignment (after the randomized-rounding

stage and given that Condition 3 holds). Denote by PROC the value achieved by the process.

We will prove that E[PROC] ≥ E[PRE]
2.89

. Due to the restriction in Stage 3 of the algorithm,

PRE holds at least 1/6 of OPT*. Thus, there must be an assignment which holds at least a

fraction of 1
18

of the optimal fractional welfare, and the lemma will follow.

Let C3 be the event: “the conditions in Stage 3 of the algorithm hold”. Let SC3 be the

set of events that correspond to all possible pre-assignments by the randomized-rounding

procedure for which C3 holds. For every σ ∈ SC3, we use the notation σj to denote the

set of players assigned to resource j in the pre-assignment corresponding to σ, and Pr(σ)

denote the probability for choosing the pre-assignment σ. Using these notations we have

that (enumerating on all players i ∈ N , resources j ∈ M and sets S ⊆ N),

E[PRE] = ΣS,j,iΣσ|i∈S,S=σj
Pr(σ)vi(j, |S|) (1)

For every σ ∈ SC3 we define n(i, σ) to be the number of resources player i is assigned to in

the pre-assignment σ. For every player i, denote by ni the random variable that indicates

the number of times player i is assigned. Note that in PROC the expected value of player i

in the pre-assignment σ is divided by n(i, σ) (comparing to PRE), due to the uniform lottery

of the process. Therefore (we define vi(j, |S|) = 0 if j /∈ S),

E[PROC] = ΣS,j,iΣσ|i∈S,S=σj
Pr(σ)

vi(j, |S|)
n(i, σ)

≥ ΣS,j,i

vi(j, |S|)
Σσ|i∈S,S=σj

Pr(σ)n(i, σ)
(2)

= ΣS,j,i

(

Σσ|i∈S,S=σj
Pr(σ)

)

vi(j, |S|)
E[ni|S is assigned to j, and C3]

(3)
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where the first inequality is due to the convexity of 1/x and the Jensen’s inequality7, and

the last equality is owing to the definition of (conditional) expectation (note that the term

Σσ|i∈S,S=σj
Pr(σ) is needed for the normalization of the probabilities).

Therefore, looking at Equations 1 and 3, it is sufficient to prove the next claim for proving

that E[PROC] ≥ E[PRE]
2.89

.

Claim 3.3 For every player i, resource j, and set S such that i ∈ S, we have that:

E[ni|S is assigned to j, and C3] ≤ 2.89

Proof: Since player i is assigned at most once to resource j we have that:

E[ni|S is assigned to j, and C3] ≤ E[ni|C3] + 1

It is also easy to see that:

E[ni] = Pr(C3) · E[ni|C3] + (1 − Pr(C3)) · E[ni|¬C3) ≥ Pr(C3) · E[ni|C3]

So now we have

E[ni|S is assigned to j, and C3] ≤ E[ni|C3] + 1 ≤ E[ni]
Pr[C3]

+ 1 ≤ 1
2.2·0.24

+ 1 ≤ 2.89

where the second-rightmost inequality holds because E[ni] ≤ 1
2.2

, due to the constraints of

the LP and because the xj,S’s are divided by 2.2, and also due to Claim 3.2.

We now show that the algorithm runs in polynomial time. It is straightforward to see that

the algorithm runs in polynomial time for all stages except for Stages 1, and 4. The linear

program has an exponential number of variables, but it can still be solved in polynomial

time by solving the dual linear program using the ellipsoid method. As observed in [29, 5],

the ellipsoid method requires a “separation” oracle, and this oracle can be simulated using a

demand-query oracle. Since all the valuations are anonymous, a demand-query oracle can be

implemented in polynomial time (Lemma 2.3). In Stage 4 we calculate the best assignment

when the congestion on each resource is known, and this was shown possible in [6]. In stage

4b, we also enumerate on all the possible congestions on each resource.

7Jensen’s inequality says that if X is a random variable and f is a convex function, then E[f(X)] ≥ f(E[x]).
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3.2 An e
e−1-Approximation in the NEG Model

In Section 2 we have proved that the dual combinatorial auction of a congestion game with

negative externalities belongs to the special class of combinatorial auction with XOS valua-

tions (see Appendix A.1 for a definition). We would now like to take advantage of the e
e−1

approximation algorithm for approximating combinatorial auctions with XOS valuations [12].

However, this algorithm uses a special type of queries (called “XOS queries”) in addition to

standard demand queries. By showing that these types of queries can be efficiently computed

in the anonymous model, we adopt this algorithm to congestion-game environments.

Theorem 3.4 There exists an e
e−1

-approximation algorithm for congestion game, when all

valuations are in the anonymous NEG model.

Proof: Theorem 2.4 proves that the every congestion game with negative externalities

has a dual combinatorial auction with XOS valuations. To use the algorithm of [12], we

need to show that the we can simulate the oracles required by the algorithm (XOS oracles

and demand oracles) in polynomial time. We note again that querying the bidders in the

dual combinatorial auction is equivalent to querying the resources in the congestion game.

Proposition 2.3 shows that demand oracles of the dual combinatorial auction can be simulated

in polynomial time. XOS oracles (see Appendix A.1 for definition) can also be simulated

in polynomial time: since the combinatorial auction instance was generated by a congestion

game, observe that the maximizing additive valuation for some bundle S in the XOS valuation

dual to resource j is defined by at most t < |S| non-zero values, where the i’th non-zero value

is the value of assigning the corresponding player to resource j under congestion t. Notice

that these values are part of the input. Now all we have to do is to find the value of t

that maximizes the sum of the non-zero values, which can be done in a way similar to the

simulation of a demand oracle.

We can now run the algorithm of [12], and get an allocation of the items in the dual

combinatorial auction. We deduce an assignment of the players of the congestion game with

the same value. The algorithm of [12] provides an e
e−1

-approximation to the optimal welfare,

and so we get the same approximation ratio for the congestion game.
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Can a similar approximation ratio be achieved also for valuations with positive exter-

nalities? In Proposition B.2 in Appendix B we provide a partial negative answer for this

question, and show that the integrality gap in the linear-programming formulation of the

problem is at least 2, even in the POS model. Thus, any LP-based algorithm cannot achieve

a higher approximation ratio.

3.3 Hardness Results

The next theorem proves constant lower bounds for approximating congestion games with

positive and negative externalities. The lower bound for the NEG model is inspired by a

reduction in [6], but requires a more careful analysis. For proving the lower bound in the

POS model, we use a reduction from k-Dimensional Matching using a lower bound from [20].

Theorem 3.5 There is no ( 32
31
−ε)-approximation for congestion games for any ε > 0, unless

P = NP . In particular, unless P = NP and for any ε > 0:

1. There is no ( 32
31

− ε)-approximation for the welfare in the NEG model.

2. There is no ( 138
137

− ε)-approximation for the welfare in the POS model.

Proof: (1) To prove the first claim, we reduce from MAX-3SAT. Hastad [19] proved that

it is NP-hard to distinguish between the following two cases: either a fraction of (1 − ε)

of the clauses can be satisfied, or at most 7
8

of the clauses can be satisfied. A closer look

on the proof of [19] shows that the result holds even if for each variable x, the number of

appearances of ¬x and x is equal.

The reduction: Given an instance of MAX-3SAT with n variables and m clauses, define

a congestion game with 2n resources: a resource for each variable, and another resource

for its negation. For each variable x, define tx dummy players, where tx is the number of

appearances of x in the 3SAT formula. Each one of these tx dummy players receives a value

of 1 for being assigned to resources x or ¬x, regardless of the congestion. His value for

being assigned to any other resource is 0. In addition, define m more players, one for each

clause, that get the value of 1 if assigned to a resource which “satisfies” the clause, but only

if the congestion on that resource is at most tx
2
. Otherwise, these players get the value of 0.

Observe that all valuations are indeed in the NEG model.
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Analysis: We claim that for each solution of value t of the congestion game produced by

our reduction, t − 3m clauses of the corresponding 3SAT formula can be satisfied: first, if

there exists a dummy player who is not assigned to any resource, or assigned to a resource in

which he gets the value of 0, re-assign it to one of the resources that he gets a value of 1 for

being assigned to them. The value of the congestion game solution may decreased, since the

clause players are sensitive to the congestion. In this case, de-assign exactly one clause player

from that resource. Now the solution value is at least as in the beginning of the process.

The assignment itself can be determined as follows: for each clause player i that was

assigned to resource x and gets the value of 1, set the value of x to true (if player i was

assigned to resource ¬x, we set the value of x to false). The assignment is indeed valid:

assume, on the way of contradiction, that there is a clause player which gets the value of 1

and is assigned to resource x, and another clause player that also gets the value of 1 but is

assigned to ¬x. Because all the tx dummy players are assigned either ro resource x or to ¬x,

either resource x or resource ¬x have tx
2

players assigned to it. Thus, no clause player can

get the value of 1 when assigned to that resource – a contradiction. To finish, arbitrarily set

the value of variables which their value hasn’t been determined.

Now observe that Σxtx = 3m. If the 3SAT formula can be satisfied by (1 − ε)m clauses,

than there is an assignment in the congestion game in which all the dummy players, and a

fraction of (1 − ε) of the clause players, contribute a value of 1 each: look at the optimal

assignment to the 3SAT formula. If the variable x gets the value of true, assign all tx dummy

players of x to the resource ¬x. Otherwise, assign them to the resource x. Assign each clause

player to a resource that “satisfies” it, according to the optimal assignment of the 3SAT.

Since each variable can satisfy at most tx
2

clauses, all clause players get the value of 1.

If at most a fraction of 7
8

of the clauses can be satisfied, the optimal assignment to the

congestion game has a value of at most Σxtx + 7m
8

, as explained before. Now we have that

OPT
ALG

≥ (1−ε)m+Σxtx
7m
8

+Σxtx
= (1−ε)+3

7

8
+3

= 32
31

− 8
31

ε.

(2) For proving the hardness of the POS model we reduce from the k-dimensional matching

problem (k-DM). In this problem we are given k disjoint sets of objects V1, ..., Vk, each of size

n, and a set of M = |m| possible matchings, |M | ⊆ V1 × ... × Vk. The goal is to maximize

the number of disjoint matchings. That is, assign each j ∈ ∪iVi to at most one matching, to
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maximize the number of matchings that are assigned all their k objects.

The reduction: Define a resource for each matching t ∈ M . Also define k · n players, one

for each object in ∪iVi. Let the valuation of a player corresponding to item j be 1 if the

player is assigned to a resource corresponding to a matching it belongs, and the congestion

is at least k, and 0 otherwise.

Analysis: Observe that given a K-DM instance in which at most v matchings can be

satisfied, the optimal value of the corresponding congestion game is between v · k and v · k +

(m− v)(k− 1). For the lower bound, assign the players “according” to the v matchings. For

the upper bound, assign the players according to the v matchings, and assign for each of the

remaining (m − v) matchings at most (k − 1) players that get the value of 1. A solution to

the congestion game with a better value implies that the K-DM instance has a value strictly

larger than v.

In [20] it is proved that for any ε > 0 it is NP-hard to distinguish between the following

cases of 6-DM: either at least (1 − ε)m matchings are satisfied, or at most 22
23

m matchings

are satisfied. Therefore, OPT
ALG

≥ (1−ε)6m

( 22

23
)6m+ 1

23
5m

= 138
137

− 138
137

ε.

We also show that generalizations of player-specific congestion games are hard to ap-

proximate. In Proposition 2.2 we have proved that congestion games with unrestricted non-

anonymous valuations cannot be approximated by a factor of O(n). We show that even if the

non-anonymous valuations exhibit only positive or negative externalities, the optimal welfare

is still hard to approximate (within better factors than
√

n and n, respectively). We also

show that enabling the bidders to choose sets of resources (“non-simple” games) also makes

the problem hard. All of these results can be found in Appendix B.1.

3.4 Minimizing Cost with Positive Externalities

We now explore cost minimization in congestion games. We focus on the anonymous POS

model, but now the value (here, “cost”) vi(j, k) of player i from a resource j is non-increasing

in the number of users. For every set of players S ⊆ N and any resource j ∈ M , we denote

Cj(S) =
∑

i∈S vi(j, |S|). Our focus is the natural case were the game is cost-monotonic.8

8Cost minimization in congestion games was already studied by [6]. [6] proves that it is NP-hard to
approximate the cost to within any factor. However, their proof does not hold for the POS model.
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Definition 3.6 We say that a congestion game is cost-monotonic, if the total cost in each

resource increases when more players are using the resource. I.e., for every resource j and

every subset of players A ⊆ B we have Cj(A) ≤ Cj(B).

Notice that cost monotonicity does not contradict the existence of positive externalities.

A good example, which we use below, is in facility-location problems: assigning an additional

city to a facility reduces cost from the other cities but increases the overall cost.

The following theorem uses a reduction from FACILITY-LOCATION to prove a lower

bound of O(logn) for approximating the minimal cost. For cost-monotonic valuations, we

present an algorithm that achieves this approximation ratio. The algorithm generalizes ex-

isting methods developed for facility-location problems [21, 18], with several subtleties that

need to be handled. It is easy to show that that our model of congestion games with positive

externalities is indeed more general then the existing facility-location models.

Theorem 3.7 In congestion games with positive externalities, an O(log n)-approximation

can be found in polynomial time for cost-monotonic games. On the other hand, it is NP-hard

to approximate the optimal cost in a congestion game within a better factor than O(logn),

even when the game is cost monotonic.

4 Truthful Mechanisms for Congestion Games

While most of the literature on congestion games discussed Nash equilibria and their prop-

erties, this paper studies centralized mechanism-design issues for such environments. In such

mechanisms the players send their messages to the auctioneer, and the auctioneer determines

the assignment and the price that each player should pay for using the resource allocated to

him. As mentioned, treating incentive-compatibility in congestion games is substantially dif-

ferent than in combinatorial auctions, for example, since it resembles combinatorial auctions

where the items are strategic, instead of the bidders.

Our goal is to design incentive-compatible mechanisms, where a dominant strategy for

each player is to report true private data. In other words, whatever are the values and

strategies of the other players, each player will never benefit by misreporting his preferences.
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4.1 Incentive-Compatible Approximations

The basic tool for obtaining incentive-compatible mechanisms in multi-parameter environ-

ments is the VCG payment scheme. Unfortunately, this scheme requires the exact solution

of the problem in hand. In our case this is not computationally feasible, as it is NP-hard to

find the optimal solution of congestion games. Recall that the VCG scheme fails to ensure

truthfulness for approximately-efficient outcomes [28].

One way of overcoming this problem is to use maximal-in-range mechanisms. That is,

mechanisms that their outcome is restricted in advance to some limited range, and they

completely optimize over this restricted range of outcomes (see, e.g., [28, 10]). Incentive

compatibility is immediately obtained this way by using the corresponding VCG prices, and

all we have to consider is the quality of the best solution in the limited range.

Maximal-in-range mechanisms are usually obtained by reducing the problem to some

special case that can be optimally solved in polynomial time. For congestion games, it is

known that given the exact congestion on each resource the best assignment, with respect to

these congestions, can be found in polynomial time ([6], see claim B.1). This is achieved by

constructing a corresponding network and (optimally) solving the associated b-flow problem.

This construction is a basic building block of our algorithm.

Our mechanism is obtained by repeatedly trying several (fixed) possibilities of the con-

gestions on the resources. For each possibility we find the best solution under the specified

congestion. The final solution of the mechanism is the best assignment of all those which we

have tried. The mechanism guarantees an O(
√

m log n) approximation both for valuations as

long as all the valuations are monotone (that is, the valuation of a player for every resource

either monotonically increases with the number of other users, or monotonically decreases).9

Input: A congestion game with n players with monotone valuations and m resources.

Output: An assignment which is an O(
√

m log n)-approximation to the optimal assignment.

The Mechanism:

1. Arbitrarily partition the resources into
√

m sets, G1, ..., G√
m, each consists of exactly

9That is, each player have negative externalities for some resources, and positive externalities for all others.
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√
m resources10.

2. For each t = 1, 2, 4, 8..., n√
m

, and i = 1, 2, 3, ...,
√

m: find the maximum-value assignment

in which the congestion on each resource j ∈ Gi is exactly t, and the congestion on

each resource j /∈ Gi is 0 (see Claim B.1).

3. Return the maximum-value assignment among the following set: all assignments con-

sidered in Step 2, and all assignments in which some players are assigned to the same

resource, and the others, if any, are not assigned at all.

Theorem 4.1 The mechanism above is a polynomial-time incentive-compatible O(
√

m log n)-

approximation mechanism for congestion games where all the valuations are monotone.

Proof: The mechanism clearly runs in polynomial time. To see that it is maximal in its

range, observe that the set of the assignments that are considered is fixed and independent in

the valuations of the players. Also, the chosen output is the maximum-value assignment of

all those considered. Thus, the corresponding VCG prices can be used to ensure truthfulness.

All that is left is to show that the algorithm indeed achieves the guaranteed approximation.

Let the optimal assignment be (O1, ..., On), with value OPT . For every real number t,

denote by St the set of resources with congestion between t and 2 · t − 1 in the optimal

allocation. Let r = |St|. Denote by At the assignment obtained from the optimal assignment

by setting the congestion on each resource j /∈ St to be ∅. Since t can get O(log n) different

values, there exists some t′ such that the value of At′ is at least Ω(OPT
log n

). The value of the

assignment obtained by the algorithm will be estimated with respect to At′ .

Case 1: r ≤ √
m

We first claim that in this case, the algorithm provides an assignment which is an

O(
√

m log n)-approximation, as required. Let j ∈ St′ be the resource that contributes at

least a fraction of 1
r
≥ 1√

m
of the welfare in At′ . One of the assignments the algorithm

considers is the one in which |Oj| players are assigned to j and no player is assigned to any

other resource. Clearly this assignment holds a value of at least O( OPT
log n

√
m

).

10If there are not enough resources to include in G√
m, we may add dummy resources to G√

m such that

the value of each player for being assigned to these items is 0, regardless of the congestion.
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Case 2: r >
√

m

Notations: Let NEGj be the set of players that have negative externalities with respect

to resource j, and POSj be the set of players with positive externalities with respect to j.

Observe that at least one group Gi ∈ {G1, ..., Gn} contributes a 1√
m

-fraction of the welfare

of At′ (I.e., Σk∈St′ ,j∈Gi,ivk(j, |Oi|) ≥ |At′ |√
m

, where |At′ | denotes the welfare obtained by At′).

First, assume that most of the value in Gi is achieved by players that has positive external-

ities with respect to the resources they are assigned to, i.e., Σj∈(St′∩Gi), k∈NEGj
vk(j, |Oi|) ≥

Σj∈(St′∩Gi),k∈POSj
vk(j, |Oi|) – later we will handle the other case. In Step 2 the algorithm

also considers the assignment in which for each resource j ∈ Gi the congestion is t′, and for

each resource j /∈ Gi the congestion is 0. This assignment has a value of Ω(
|At′ |√

m
). To see

that, set the congestion on each resource in Gi with non-zero congestion (under At′) to t′ by

removing from OPTt′ enough players with positive externalities, and if there are not enough

such players also remove enough players with negative externalities which their utility under

congestion t′ is the lowest. Notice that for each resource we have kept at least half of the

players with negative externalities with the “highest” values, and the congestion on each

resource can only decrease, comparing to At′ . To conclude, we lost only a constant fraction

of the welfare comparing to the welfare that Gi held under At′ .

The case where most of the value is achieved by positive-externalities players, i.e.,

Σj∈(St′∩Gi),k∈NEGvk(j, |Oi|) < Σj∈(St′∩Gi,k∈POSvk(j, |Oi|) is handled similarly. Consider again

the assignment At′ . We now describe a new assignment, with value of at least 1
4

of At′ ,

in which the congestion on each resource either 0 or 2t′: set all negative valuations to 0

(we have lost at most half of the value), and reorder the resources in decreasing order by

the contribution of each resource to the welfare. Set the congestion on resources r
2

+ 1 to

r to be ∅, and arbitrarily assign the newly de-assigned players to the first r
2

resources, if

needed. Observe that this manipulation is possible since the number of players in each one

of resources r
2

+ 1, ..., r is at least t′, and the congestion on each resource 1, ..., r
2

is between

t′ and 2t′. Also observe that the value obtained from the first r
2

resources, can only increase.

If r >
√

m, then one of the groups G1, ..., G√
m holds at least 1√

m
of the welfare. Using a

similar argument to the previous case, we have a O(
√

m log n)-approximation.

For valuations with negative externalities, we are able to achieve an incentive-compatible
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√
n-approximation algorithm by adopting an algorithm by [11] for combinatorial auctions. It

turns out that a modification of this algorithm remains truthful even when applied to conges-

tion games. If we are given that all valuations exhibit negative externalities, then we can run

both algorithms, to obtain a truthful min(O(
√

m log n), O(
√

n))-approximation mechanism

(the VCG prices should be calculated with respect to the range of both algorithms).

Proposition 4.2 There is an incentive-compatible O(
√

n)-approximation mechanism for con-

gestion games in the NEG model.

Proof: The algorithm is an adaptation of the O(
√

m) truthful approximation algorithm for

combinatorial auctions with sub-additive valuations of [11]. This is also a maximal-in-range

algorithm, so the corresponding VCG prices should be calculated to ensure truthfulness.

1. Find the best assignment such that all bidders that are assigned to some resource are

assigned to the same resource.

2. Find the best assignment such that at most one player is assigned to each resource.

3. Choose the best assignment of the two, and assign players to resources accordingly.

Again, the algorithm can be implemented by solving the associated b-flow problems (See

Claim B.1). The proof of the approximation ratio is similar to the one of [11], and is omitted.

4.2 Tractable cases

Finally, we present settings that are solvable in polynomial time. Consequently, truthful

mechanisms can be obtained for these cases in polynomial time using the VCG scheme. We

now provide some definitions; We say that the players are symmetric, if they have identical

valuation functions. We say that the resources are symmetric, if the valuation of each bidder

for resource j is identical to his valuation for any other resource l (i.e., for every player i and

every j, l ∈ M we have vi(j, k) = vi(l, k) for every number of players k).

Proposition 4.3 The optimal welfare can be computed in polynomial time in the following

settings: (1) Symmetric players (2) Symmetric resources in the POS model (3) Constant

number of resources (4) O(log m) players (5) Linear valuations in the POS model
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A Congestion Games and Combinatorial Auctions

A.1 Definition of the XOS Class

This section defines the XOS class of valuations for combinatorial auctions, introduced in

[24]. First, a valuation v is called additive if there are values b1, ..., bm such that for every

S ⊆ M v(S) = Σj∈Sbj. We can now define XOS valuations:

Definition A.1 A valuation v for combinatorial auctions is said to be XOS if there is a set

of additive valuations {w1, ..., wt}, such that v(S) = maxk{wk(S)} for all S ⊆ M .

Notice that the size of the valuation might be exponential in n and m. Therefore, we

define an XOS oracle for a valuation v to be a procedure which given a set of items S

returns the additive valuations that maximizes the value of S. That is, the oracle returns

arg maxk{wk(S)}.

A.2 Missing proofs

Proof of Proposition 2.2

Proof: We will prove our lower bound by reducing from the approximate disjointness

problem. In this problem, there are n computationally unlimited players, each player i holds

a string Ai which specifies a subset of {1, ..., t}. The goal is to distinguish between the

following two extreme cases: (1) ∩n
i=1A

i 6= ∅ (2) Ai ∩ Aj = ∅ for every i 6= j.
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Alon et al. [1] prove that the amount of bits needed for distinguishing between the two

cases is Ω( t
n4 ), also holds for randomized protocols and for non-deterministic protocols.

We will build a congestion game with n players and only one resource. Each player will

get a string of size t =
(

n
n
2

)

which represents each possible set of the bidders of size n
2
. We

define the non anonymous valuation of the i’th bidder as follows:

vi(S, k) =







1, if S ∈ Ai and i ∈ S;

0, otherwise.

If ∩n
i=1A

i 6= ∅, then it is easy to see that the maximum welfare is n
2
. However, if for

every i 6= j, Ai ∩Aj = ∅, then the maximum welfare is 1 (assigning some group S of bidders

such that S ∈ Ai and i ∈ S). Since we reduced from approximate disjointness with vectors

of size t =
(

n
n
2

)

, any approximation better than n
2

will require
(

n
n
2

)

/n4 = exp(n) bits of

communication, and the theorem follows.

Proof of Theorem 2.4

1. We now show that a dual valuation ṽ for a resource j can be represented as a maximum

of additive valuations. We define an additive valuation (an “XOS” clause) for every

subset S ⊆ N : let T ⊆ S be the set that maximizes Σi∈T vi(j, T ); For each item i ∈ T ,

define a value bi = vi(j, |S|), and for each item i ∈ S\T , define bi = 0. This is an

XOS valuation by definition. For proving that this is indeed the dual valuation, we

show that a bundle S indeed receives its value from the respective additive valuation.

If a higher value is received in another clause, remove the players not in T . Due to the

negative externalities, the value obtained from players in T can only increase. Thus,

the additive valuation would be defined on this subset – a contradiction.

The following example shows that the class of combinatorial auctions dual to congestion

games with negative externalities is not contained in the class of combinatorial auctions

with sub-modular bidders: consider a congestion game with 4 players, and one resource

j. All bidders have the same valuation: v(j, 1) = v(j, 2) = 1, and v(j, 3) = v(j, 4) = 1
2
.

In the dual combinatorial auction the value for one item is 1, the value for 2 or 3 items

is 2, and the value for getting 4 items is 2.5. Clearly, this valuation does not admit
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decreasing marginal utilities11, and hence it is not sub-modular.

2. We first observe that the dual combinatorial auctions of congestion games with positive

externalities have substitute-free valuations: indeed, the contribution of the players in

S, T to the bundle S ∪ T will not be smaller than their contribution in the separate

bundles (which are disjoint by definition).

Next, we should show that every combinatorial auction with super-modular valuations

has a dual congestion game with positive externalities. Here we will use the property of

increasing marginal values that super-modular valuations are known to have. Fix some

arbitrary ordering of the players. For each player i and a set of players S, if T ⊆ S

is the set of players before player i in the ordering, define vi(x, S) = ṽ(T ∪ x) − ṽ(T ).

Positive externalities are now easily derived from the property of increasing marginal

valuations. Claim A.3 below shows that the inclusion is strict.

We will now show that not every SF valuation can be generated from a congestion

game with positive externalities.

Claim A.2 SF \ (CG-POS) 6= ∅

Proof: Consider a bidder with the following SF valuation in a combinatorial auction:

ṽ({a}) = ṽ({b}) = ṽ({c}) = 2, ṽ({ac}) = ṽ({ab}) = ṽ({bc}) = 10, ṽ({abc}) = 12. We

claim that any congestion game that is a dual to the combinatorial auction can not

admit positive externalities. Suppose such a congestion game exists. The game will have

three players {a, b, c} and a single resource x. Observe that if a player attaches for a two-

item set value of at least 5, then, due to the positive externalities, his value for the set

abc will also be at least 5. Since ṽ({abc}) = 12, there must be a player (w.l.o.g b) where

the value for any 2-item set is strictly smaller than 5. Since ṽ({ab}) = 10, it follows

that va(x, {ab}) > 5 and due to the positive externalities we have that va(x, {abc}) > 5.

Similarly, vc(x, {abc}) > 5. Therefore, vb(x, {abc}) < 2 which contradicts the positive

externalities (since vb(x, {b}) = 2).

11A valuation has decreasing marginal utilities if for every subsets A ⊆ B and every item x we have
v(B ∪ x) − v(B) ≤ v(A ∪ x) − v(A). Increasing marginal utilities are defined analogously.
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Claim A.3 (CG-POS) \ SUPM 6= ∅

Proof: Consider the following congestion game for three players a, b, c and a single

resource x. Player a values the resource with 1, if he assigned to it together with at

least one more player, and with 0 otherwise. Players b and c always value the resource

with 0.

The dual is a combinatorial auction with three items: a, b and c, and one bidder with

valuation ṽ with a zero value of all bundles, except ṽ({ab}) = ṽ({ac}) = ṽ({abc}) = 1

This valuation does not admit increasing marginal values, since ṽ({ac}) − ṽ({a}) = 1,

but ṽ({abc}) − ṽ({ac}) = 0. Therefore, ṽ is not super-modular.

B Approximating the Welfare

Claim B.1 [Essentially due to [6]] Consider a congestion game with m resources and n

players, and let n1, ..., nm be a vector of non-negative integers. The optimal assignment, over

all the assignments in which every resource j has exactly nj players assigned to it, can be

computed in a polynomial time in n and m for every profile of players’ valuations.

Proof: (sketch) Construct the following bipartite graph: Let the set of all players be the

vertices of one side, and the set of resources be the vertices of the other side. Add an edge

(i, j) for any two vertices i ∈ N, j ∈ S. Set the weight of the edge (i, j) to be vi(j, t).

Solve the maximum flow b-matching problem with the following capacities: one to each

vertex corresponding to a player, and nj to each vertex corresponding to a resource. Clearly,

an solution to the flow problem implies an optimal solution to the congestion game under

the specified congestions.

Proof of Claim 3.2

We will first assume the value of the highest valuation is 1 (otherwise we can normalize

all values accordingly). Therefore, we assume in the rest of the analysis that OPT ∗ ≥ 18,

otherwise allocating all players to one resource (Stage 4) achieves the desired approximation.
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The value PRE of the pre-assignment is a random variable with the expectation OPT ∗

2.2

(since we divided the xj,S’s by 2.2 in Stage 2). We use Chebyshev’s inequality12:

Pr[PRE <
OPT ∗

6
] = Pr[

OPT ∗

2.2
− PRE > OPT ∗ · ( 1

2.2
− 1

6
)]

≤ Pr[|PRE − OPT ∗

2.2
| ≥ OPT ∗ · ( 1

2.2
− 1

6
)]

≤
OPT ∗

2.2

( 1
2.2

− 1
6
)2(OPT ∗)2

≤ 1

2.2 · ( 1
2.2

− 1
6
)2 · 18

= 0.3047

The expected number of total assignments of players to resources by the randomized-

rounding procedure is n
2.2

. Thus, with probability of at least 1
2.2

this number of total assign-

ments is at most n (due to Markov’s inequality). Therefore, using the union bound:

Pr(C3) ≥ 1 − Pr(X <
OPT ∗

6
) − 1

2.2
≥ 0.24

Proposition B.2 The integrality gap of the LP formulation is at least 2. This result holds

even if we are in the POS model.

Proof: We show this result in a congestion game with n players and 2n resources. Assume

the players are partitioned into two disjoint sets N1 and N2, |N1| = |N2| = n
2

(we assume n is

even). We arbitrarily identify each set of players from G = {S|S = |n
2

+ 1|, (N1 ⊆ S or N2 ⊆
S)} with one of the resources. We define the value of a player i to be 1 if he is assigned, with

at least n
2

other players, to a resource j, such that i is in the corresponding set of j from G.

Otherwise, his value is 0.

In this scenario, the value of the optimal integral solution is n
2

+ 1: assign exactly one set

in G to the corresponding resource (all other players can be assigned arbitrarily – the welfare

remains the same). However, the optimal fractional solution is n, by setting xj,g = 1
n+1

, if

resource j is identified with the set g ∈ G. Observe, that since each player appears in exactly

n + 1 sets of G, this is indeed a valid solution, and the integrality gap is proven.

12We use the following version of Chebyshev’s inequality: Let X be a sum of independent random variables,
each of which lies in [0, 1], and let µ = E[X ]. Then, for any α > 0, Pr(|X − µ| ≥ α) ≤ mu

α2 . One of the
reasons we normalize the values vi(j, k) to be in [0, 1] is for using this inequality.
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B.1 Other Models of Congestion Games

Proposition B.3 In congestion games with non-anonymous valuations, it is impossible to

approximate the welfare to within a factor better than an O(n
1

2
−ε) in the POS model, and

within a factor of O(n1−ε) in the NEG mode, with a polynomial number of value queries, for

any ε > 0, unless P = NP .

Proof: We prove these statements by different reductions from INDEPENDENT-SET/CLIQUE.

It is known [32] that for an n1−ε-approximation for these problems cannot be achieved in

polynomial time (for any fixed ε > 0) unless P = NP .

In the POS model: Given a graph G = (V, E), we construct the following congestion

game. Let M = V and N = E. For every vertex i, let Si be the set of the edges containing

i. Each player e = (i, j) will have a nonzero value for two set of players representing the

edges touching both of its vertices: for every T ⊇ Si, ve(i, T ) = 1
|Si| , and for every T ⊇ Sj,

ve(j, T ) = 1
|Sj | . Clearly, these valuations exhibit positive externalities. Now, the players

assigned to some resource i will contribute a value of 1 if and only if all the edges that touch

this vertex are assigned to this vertex. However, since these edges will not be assigned to

any of the neighbors of vertex i, then a zero value will be contributed by each one of these

neighbors. Hence, it is easy to see that a solution for the congestion game is also a solution

with the same value for the CLIQUE problem. If n is the number of edges, there are O(
√

n)

vertices, and the first statement follows.

In the NEG model: Given a graph G, it suffices to construct a congestion game with

non-anonymous valuations for a single resource. Every vertex in G will be a player who has

a zero value for every set S that contains at least one of her neighbors, and a value of 1

otherwise. Clearly, the valuations are in the NEG model. It is easy to see that a solution for

the congestion game is exactly the size of the independent set formed by the relevant vertices

(if any). The second statement follows.

The original formulation of congestion games [30] allowed each player to use several re-

sources at the same time. However, there are some restrictions: each player has a list of

subsets of resources, and a player must choose one such subset, and be assigned to all re-

sources contained in this subset. We now show that even a relaxation of this requirement, in
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which each player can be assigned only to a certain set of resources, is hard to approximate.

Proposition B.4 When each player is allowed to use only a specific set of resources, there

is no n
1

2
−ε-approximation, for any ε > 0, unless P = NP .

Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of proposition B.3, the POS model. We are

reducing again from independent set. Given a graph G = (V, E), we build a congestion game

with |E| players and V resources. Each resource represents a vertex. For each edge e ∈ E,

we define the following valuation: ve(j, t) = 1
t
, if n(v) = t, and ve(j, t) = 1

t
otherwise, where

n(v) denotes the number of neighbors of v. Allow the player corresponding to an edge (u, v)

to take only the resources u and v. A similar reasoning to B.3 concludes the proof.

B.2 Minimizing Cost in Congestion Games

Proof of Theorem 3.7:

We prove the lower bound by a reduction from FACILITY-LOCATION. In this problem, we

are given a set K of cities and a set F of facilities. We denote by fi be the opening cost

of facility i, and for every facility i and city j we have a connection cost dij between them.

The goal is to open a subset F ′ ⊆ F , such that the cost of opening F ′ and connecting each

element to some facility is minimized. Unless P = NP , there is no better approximation to

this problem than O(log n).

We construct the following congestion game: let N=K and M=F . The cost of each

player i ∈ N for resource j when total of k players are using this resource will be dij + fi

k
.

The cost incurred by a set S of players that are using a resource j is exactly fj + Σi∈Sdij.

Notice that the valuations are cost monotonic. The lower bound immediately follows from

this construction.

We now turn to describe the upper bound. We first construct the following SET-COVER

instance: the elements are the set of players N , the subsets are all the possible subsets S ⊆ N .

The weight of each subset S is defined as the minimal cost incurred for the players in S on

any resource, i.e., w(S) = minj∈M Cj(S). We denote the resource in which the bundle S

receives its minimal cost by f(S), i.e., f(S) = arg minj∈M Ci(S). We will see how to handle

the exponential number of subsets later.
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Let S1, ..., St be a solution for this SET-COVER problem. Observe that, due to the cost-

monotonicity assumption, we can assume that the sets S1, ..., St are disjoint13. Denote the

value of the optimal solution of the SET-COVER problem by OPTSC. We will now show an

approximation preserving reduction from the congestion game to the SET-COVER problem.

Let Q1, ..., Qm be some assignment in the congestion game. First, we now show how to

get a solution T1, .., Tn to the SET-COVER with a cost of at most Σjw(Qj):

1. Assign each set Qi to the resource f(Qi).

2. If more than one set was assigned to some resource j, reassign their union U =

∪i|f(Qi)=jQi to f(U). Let Tj be the set of players assigned to resource j in the end

of the process.

Observation B.5 By the definition of the weights for the SET-COVER problem, the allo-

cation T1, ..., Tm is feasible for the set-cover problem.

Observation B.6 At each iteration of the procedure above, the total cost cannot increase.14

And thus: Σm
j=1Cj(Qj) ≥ Σm

j=1Cj(Tj) = Σm
j=1w(Tj), where the leftmost inequality holds due

to Observation 1, the right most inequality holds due to Observation 2, and the equality in

between is due to the definition of the weights in the SET-COVER problem.

Next, we show that that every feasible solution for the SET-COVER problem is actu-

ally an assignment for the congestion game with at most the same cost. Given a solution

S1, ..., Sm to the set cover problem, let the assignment T1, ..., Tn in the congestion game be

Tj = ∪i|f(Si)=jSi for 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Then, Σt
j=1w(Si) = Σt

j=1Cf(Sj)(Si) ≥ Σm
j=1Cj(Tj), where the

inequality holds due to the positive externalities assumption.

What is left to be proved is that the greedy algorithm for weighted SET-COVER can

be run in polynomial time despite the exponential number of subsets. For implementing the

algorithm, we have to find in each iteration the subset S of players that minimizes w(S)
|S| . This

operation may be simulated in polynomial time with the following procedure: given some

13Otherwise, we can remove the elements from S2, ..., St (in order) that have been chosen more than once,
and the cost will not increase, while all the elements remain allocated.

14Since Σm
j=1Cj(Qj) ≥ Σm

j=1Cf(Qj)(Qj) ≥ Σm
j=1Cj(∪i|f(Qi)=jQi), where the first inequality is due to the

definition of f(j) and the second is due to the positive externalities.
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fixed k, sort (for each resource j) the players according to vi(j, k), and pick the k players

with the lowest values – this is the k-player set with the minimal per-player cost. Performing

this computation over all 1 ≤ k ≤ m outputs the desired bundle S.

C Truthful Mechanisms for Congestion Games

Proof of Proposition 4.3

1. The dynamic programming algorithm by [6] actually works for unrestricted player-

specific valuations. Note that in the POS model, all players will use the same resource.

2. Again, assign all players to the same resource. (Since the resources are symmetric, the

players in the POS model will always prefer using the most loaded resource.)

3. A proof for a similar claim was given in [6] for the NEG model, but it is easy to see

that it holds for unconstrained externalities.

4. The optimal allocation in combinatorial auction where the number of items is logarith-

mic in the number of bidders can be found in polynomial time with the known dynamic

programming algorithm. All the algorithm requires is to find value of bundles (“value

queries”), and this can be done in polynomial time for player-specific congestion games.

5. We denote the value of player i for the item j by the function vi(j, k) = ai(j) ·k. Again,

the optimal solution is to assign all players to the same resource: let OPT1, ..., OPTm

be an optimal assignment, and let t = arg maxj∈M Σi∈OPTj
ai(j). Now we have that:

OPT = Σm
j=1|OPTj|Σi∈OPTj

ai(j) ≤ Σm
j=1|OPTj|Σi∈OPTt

ai(t) ≤ n · Σi∈Nai(t)
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